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Volcanic activity, an ‘Alien’ sighting, inscrutable
icons
By  Peter Keough  Globe Correspondent, Updated February 17, 2022, 12:04 p.m.

The curtain call for "Alien," as shown in the film “Alien on Stage."

What looks like an image of veiny, swampy mangrove trees opens Fern Silva’s cryptic, clever, and visually

rapturous “Rock Bottom Riser” (2021). A voice-over enthusiastically offers a commentary on men’s

fashion, a night starscape undergoes animated delineation, a light appears saying “I am the spaceship of

the ancestors,” and then all is swallowed up in a vortex of fire.

Attention getting, if confusing. Silva composes this free-form film essay about colonialism and the

political and cultural challenges of the indigenous people in Hawaii with visual metaphors and verbal

puns, and it makes for a dynamic, gleeful text that demands repeated viewing.

Read full article

Chad Finn and Jim McBride discuss the Celtics trade for Kristaps Porzingis at the
expense of “the heart and soul of the team,” Marcus Smart.
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Transform your home inside and out
Whether it’s a fresh coat of paint or a full renovation, making

improvements is always a smart move.

Russia says Wagner Group’s leader will move
to Belarus after his rebellious march
challenged Putin
The head of the private Russian military company
Wagner will move to neighboring Belarus as part of
deal to defuse rebellion tensions and the criminal case
against him will be closed, the Kremlin said Saturday.

The boy who broke the greasy pole
Derek Hopkins spent his childhood training to be a
Gloucester greasy pole champion like his father. Now,
at just 22, he’s an undefeated four-time champion, and
some say the best to ever do it. Others say all that
practicing is cheating.

THE GREAT DIVIDE

‘She was lying about something’: Burke
students recall the woman who posed as a
student for months
The woman’s Burke classmates said she kept changing
details of her story.

DAN SHAUGHNESSY

Getting Bob Cousy’s take on a busy week for
the Celtics, and other thoughts
The 94-year-old Celtics legend reflected on Marcus
Smart, Kristaps Porzingis, Derrick White, and other
topics.

SUNDAY BASEBALL NOTES

With baseball’s trade deadline just five
weeks away, there aren’t many sellers
This deadline could be defined by how many times
playoff contenders can match up with each other to
make mutual improvements.

Controversy shrouds Boston Latin Academy
Head of School Gavin Smith, a onetime finalist for state
teacher of the year, has generated a firestorm at the
highly regarded exam school over his zeal for change
and other issues.

CHAD FINN

Celtics must address the fact that they
traded their best passer in Marcus Smart
Retooling the roster is fine, but the big improvement
has to come in the way the Celtics play, and they are
overdue for a lesson in ball movement.

SUNDAY HOCKEY NOTES

Might the rebuilding Blackhawks be good
trade partners for the cap-strapped Bruins?
This past season’s all-in charge has the Bruins with
some $5 million in cap space and about half of a lineup
under contract.

Police say detective was involved in tawdry
love triangle with informant and alleged drug
trafficker
The story about an alleged drug trafficker, a detective,
and a woman caught in the middle, seemed outlandish.
Now, though, New Bedford police are acknowledging
the claims have merit.
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